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In June this year, a Glasgow-based company won a curious contract - to develop Dysprosium Gallium Garnet crystals
for an advanced demagnetisation refrigerator cooling system. The crystals, when placed in a strong magnetic field of
around 2T will cool down to 10mK when the field is switched off, and can maintain the temperature for several years.
This DFC system for space X-ray detectors overcomes a problem of current liquid helium cooling, which requires 
biennial helium replacement.
Star gazing growth in crystals
DFC is a very long term emerging tech-
nology. Reproducibility may take
three years, with the DGG crystals and
technology needed for a 2015 launch
date. But the assessment, process
development, prototyping and tech-
nology transfer skills of The Crystal
Consortium makes it a rising player in
a niche but emerging market, judging
from its performance to date.
Set up two years ago, TCC’s first year
saw turnover at £380,000. This year it
has grown to £680,000. “We expect
to break even next year,” notes
founder and CEO, Dr Tony Vere, who
has set his sights on new premises in
2004 to replace the current 40 000ft2
leased suite of office and laboratories
within a Strathclyde University build-
ing. “We’re running very short of
power - if we turn everything on, the
lights dim,” he jokes.
The Crystal Consortium was seeded
from a crystal growth group at DERA
Malvern (forerunner of Qinetiq)  and a
parallel group in the Optical Materials
Research Centre at Strathclyde
University, part-financed by the UK
Ministry of Defence and the then
Scottish Development Office. 
“The technology of the past decade
has moved into MEMS, nano and
biometics,” says former Malvern
man, Dr Vere. “Crystal growth is a
relatively mature technology, not a
high in priority for funding and
research. Yet we could see an exter-
nal need.  There was no independ-
ent developer, yet both growers and
crystal users needed expertise in a
wide range of materials, and TCC
could offer advice on generic crystal
defects, optimisation of growth
parameters and assistance with in
situ diagnostics to overcome a host
of growth problems.”
“Proof of principle device research is
the province of Universities and corpo-
rate labs,” says Dr Vere. “The manu-
facturer is then trying to run with this
and reproduce it with high yield, and
low process costs.“  
He sees TCC’s role as the missing link
between ‘proof of principle’ and large
scale production,  “similar to the small
pharmaceutical firms designing and
developing drugs for the pharmaceu-
tical giants.”
TCC’s core knowledge embraces:
• optical materials - lasers, A-O/E-O
and NLO (ZGP, LNB, LTA, borates and
fluorides):
• oscintillators - Xray & gamma radi-
ation detectors (LSO, LuAP, BGO,
YAP) and 
• piezoelectrics - ferroelectric relax-
or single crystals (PMN-PT, PZN PT).
Some of the possible end markets are
in medical imaging or scanning, 
geological surveying, lasers, UV
lithography, security surveillance,
sonar, NDT and industrial imaging. 
The TCC suite is mainly given over to
a maze of interlinking laboratories,
which are technical director Hugh
Gallagher’s domain. Gallagher is a
one-time Barr & Stroud (later
Pilkington) expert who helped set up
the Strathclyde Optical Materials
Research Centre nearly a decade ago.
The labs house an impressive array of
Crystalox Czochralski systems,
Cambridge Instruments Autox
pullers, vertical and horizontal
Bridgman furnaces, top seeded fur-
naces, a float zone refinery, more fur-
naces for post growth processing.
(This kingdom is run by technical
services manager , Bob Dawson “the
technical brain with answers to get it
running in half an hour!”) There’s
also cutting, polishing and  a variety
of characterisation equipment.
Among the first to join the nine man
TCC team was sales & marketing
director Stephen-Mark Williams.
With only four customers, among
dozens, from the UK , TCC can mod-
estly claim start-up global status.
Contracts range from three months
to three years or longer. The firm is
choosy, even turning down occasion-
al proposals “where the customer
wouldn’t get what they want, for
what they were prepared to pay.”
But it looks to be on a sound and
steady footing to achieve its aim of
becoming the material advisor and
prototype developer for a number
of global companies, by developing
long-term partnerships.
Dr Tony Vere, founder & CEO of The Crystal
Consortium 
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